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Research
Interests
My research interests are in computer vision, pattern recognition and image process-
ing. As part of my dissertation, I have worked on problems such as face recognition
across ages, developing computational models for facial aging, human identication
using gait etc.
Education Ph.D. Electrical Engineering Jul 2004 - Nov 2008
University of Maryland, College Park
 Thesis : Characterization and classication of faces across age progression
(Advisor : Dr. Rama Chellappa)
M.S. Electrical and Computer Engineering Aug 2002 - Jul 2004
University of Maryland, College Park
 Major : Communications, Minor : Control
 CGPA : 3.70 / 4.00
B.E.(Hons) Electrical and Electronics Engineering Aug 1998 - Jul 2002
Birla Institute of Technology and Science, Pilani
 CGPA : 10.00 / 10.00
 Gold Medalist for the Batch of 2002.
Research
Experience
Research Scientist Mar 2008 - Present
 Object detection in video : At Cernium, I am developing a video surveillance
application meant to detect objects (humans, vehicles etc.) in video.
Graduate Research Assistant Aug 2002 - Feb 2008
 Computational Model for Facial Aging : As part of my Ph.D. thesis, I
developed computational models for facial aging. The facial aging models com-
prised of shape transformation and texture transformation models that charac-
terized the changes in facial appearances across dierent ages. Face recognition
/ verication across ages was the primary objective behind this work.
 Human Identication using Gait : I worked on the `Human Identication
at a Distance (HID)' program that was sponsored by DARPA. Human identica-
tion based using gait was performed by tting a Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
to their binarized gait sequences extracted from video.
 Face Recognition Across Illumination : I had been involved in the FRGC
grand challenge program where I worked on problems related to face recognition
in the presence of challenging illumination conditions.
 Facial similarity across disguises : I worked on a project that was initiated
by National Geographic in studying the eect of facial disguises in aecting facial
similarity metrics.
Summer Intern at Apptis Inc. Jun 2004 - Aug 2004
 Face verication across ages : I developed a face verication system based
on probabilistic eigenspaces that characterizes facial appearance variations inadults across ages.
Summer Intern at CEERI, Chennai. May 2000 - Aug 2000
 Developing a microprocessor driven viscometer : I worked on a micro-
processor based viscometer at CEERI. As a summer intern, I wrote assembly
level programming on Zilog 80 (Z80) microprocessor for the above task.
Teaching
Experience
Graduate Teaching Fellow Aug 2007 - Dec 2007
 Statistical Pattern Recognition (ENEE 633/CMSC 828C) : I was a
teaching fellow for a graduate level course on Pattern Classication and Machine
Learning. My responsibilities include handling class lectures, designing weekly
assignments and projects etc.
Publications Book Chapter :
 Shaohua Kevin Zhou, Rama Chellappa and Narayanan Ramanathan, \Uncon-
strained Face Recognition from a Single Image", Essential Guide to Image Pro-
cessing (Chapter : 24), Elsevier, Burlington MA, 2009 (to appear)
 Rama Chellappa, Ashok Veeraraghan and Narayanan Ramanathan, \Overview
of Gait Biometrics", Encyclopedia of Biometrics (Editor : Stan Z. Li), 2009 (to
appear)
 Narayanan Ramanathan and Rama Chellappa, \Learning facial aging models
: A face recognition perspective"', Biometrics : Theory, Methods and Applica-
tions Wiley/IEEE, 2008 (to appear)
 Narayanan Ramanathan and Rama Chellappa, \Recognizing faces across Age
Progression", Multi-Biometric systems for Identity Recognition : Theory and
Experiments (Eds R. Hammoud, M. Abidi and B. Abidi), Springer-Verlag, 2006.
Journal Publications :
 Narayanan Ramanathan, Rama Chellappa and Soma Biswas, \Age Progression
in Human Faces : A Survey", Accepted for publication in Journal of Visual
Languages and Computing (Special Issue on Advances in Multimodal Biometric
Systems), 2009.
 Narayanan Ramanathan and Rama Chellappa, \Recognizing Young Faces across
Ages"', In preparation for IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine
Intelligence
 Narayanan Ramanathan and Rama Chellappa, \Face Verication across Age
Progression" , IEEE Transactions on Image Processing, vol. 15, no. 11, pp:
3349-3362, Nov. 2006
Conference Publications :
 Narayanan Ramanathan and Rama Chellappa, \Modeling Shape and Textural
Variations in Aging Faces", IEEE International Conference on Automatic Face
and Gesture Recognition Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (FG) 2009
 Soma Biswas, Gaurav Aggarwal, Narayanan Ramanathan and Rama Chellappa,\A Non-generative Approach for Face Recognition Across Aging"', IEEE Sec-
ond International Conference on Biometrics: Theory, Applications and Systems,
2008
 Haibin Ling, Stefano Soatto, Narayanan Ramanathan and David Jacobs, \A
Study of Face Recognition as People Age", IEEE International Conference on
Computer Vision (ICCV), October 2007, Rio De Janeiro.
 Narayanan Ramanathan and Rama Chellappa, \Modeling Age Progression in
Young Faces", IEEE Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), vol.
1, pp : 387-394, June 2006, New York.
 Narayanan Ramanathan and Rama Chellappa, \Face Verication across Age
Progression", IEEE Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), vol. 2,
pp: 462-469, June 2005, San Diego. (Oral Presentation)
 Narayanan Ramanathan, Amit K. Roy Chowdhury and Rama Chellappa, \Fa-
cial Similarity across Age, Disguise, Illumination and Pose", IEEE International
Conference in Image Processing, vol. 3, pp: 1999-2002, Oct. 2004, Singapore.
Magazine Article :
 Rama Chellappa, Amit K. Roy Chowdhury, Narayanan Ramanathan and Nathan
Koterba, "About Face", National Geographic, Nov. 2003.
Technical Skills  C, C++ [Extensive experience in OpenCV]
 UNIX Shell programming, Matlab.
 Assembly languages : HC05, Zilog 80, 8086x
Course Work Advanced Digital Signal Processing Random Processes
Estimation and Detection Theory Information Theory
Digital Image Processing Image Understanding
Statistical and Neural Pattern Recognition Object Recognition
Computer Processing of Pictorial Information System Theory
Course Projects  Image compression using DCT, DWT and JPEG 2000.
 Image Segmentation using Markov Random Fields and Graph Cuts
 Structure from Motion using Factorization approach
 Intrinsic and extrinsic camera calibration
 Object detection and tracking in video sequences
 Speech synthesis using linear prediction coding
Professional
Activity
 Reviewer : Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence (PAMI), Computer Vi-
sion and Image Understanding (CVIU), EURASIP Journal on Applied Signal
Processing, ICCV 2007, CVPR 2009.Talks  Face Recognition Grand Challenge (2nd Workshop), September 2004
 IEEE Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, San Diego, June 2005
 Face Recognition Grand Challenge and Iris Challenge Evaluation Workshop,
March 2006,
 International Spy Museum, Washington DC, March 2006
Honors and
Awards
 Gold medalist of the 1998 batch of students at BITS Pilani.
 Recipient of Birla Merit Scholarship (Jan 1999 to June 2002).
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